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A renowned food writer’s personal cookbook for her sons became this classic
collection of simple seafood recipes and much more from around the world. When her
sons inherited their father’s childhood home in a Cornish fishing village—formerly a
commercial building for storing and packing pilchards—renowned food writer Lindsey
Bareham decided it was important to record some of the recipes and memories from
this extraordinary place. It started as a notebook for her sons, with lists of favorite ways
to cook mackerel, monkfish, and sole, as well as how to make mayonnaise to go with
the gift of a handsome crab or crayfish. But soon it grew to become this very special
book, full of recollections and anecdotes, and fabulous holiday food. Although the
setting is of English, Bareham’s recipes draw on influences from around the world,
including Portugal (Portuguese Cabbage Soup with Rosemary Bruschetta), Italy (Red
Mullet Wrapped in Parma Ham with Garlic and Rosemary) and Turkey (Spiced
Aubergine Salad with Cumin). There are chapters on eggs, chicken, lamb, vegetables,
and, of course, puddings, alongside a wonderful collection of recipes for fish of all
kinds. This is a cookbook classic that food lovers will enjoy reading as much as they
enjoy cooking and eating it’s wonderful creations.
A celebration of the seasons and the foods they bring, with more than 250 recipes
featuring ingredients indigenous to the British Isles. Originally published in 1971, Good
Things is “a magnificent book” that was ahead of its time in celebrating recipes built
around British locally-sourced food, all presented in Grigson’s inimitably witty and
stylish food writing (The Guardian). Divided into sections that cover Fish—kippers,
lobster, mussels and scallops, trout; Meat and Game—meat pies, salted meat, snails,
sweetbreads, rabbit and hare, pigeon, venison; Vegetables—asparagus, carrots, celery,
chicory, haricot beans, leeks, mushrooms, parsley, parsnips, peas, spinach, tomatoes;
and Fruit—apple and quince, gooseberries, lemons, prunes, strawberries, walnuts. Most
importantly, Good Things includes the recipe for Grigson’s famous curried parsnip
soup.
"In Culinary Artistry...Dornenburg and Page provide food and flavor pairings as a kind
of steppingstone for the recipe-dependent cook...Their hope is that once you know the
scales, you will be able to compose a symphony." --Molly O'Neil in The New York
Times Magazine. For anyone who believes in the potential for artistry in the realm of
food, Culinary Artistry is a must-read. This is the first book to examine the creative
process of culinary composition as it explores the intersection of food, imagination, and
taste. Through interviews with more than 30 of America's leading chefsa including Rick
Bayless, Daniel Boulud, Gray Kunz, Jean-Louis Palladin, Jeremiah Tower, and Alice
Watersa the authors reveal what defines "culinary artists," how and where they find
their inspiration, and how they translate that vision to the plate. Through recipes and
reminiscences, chefs discuss how they select and pair ingredients, and how flavors are
combined into dishes, dishes into menus, and menus into bodies of work that
eventually comprise their cuisines.
'A gift for anyone who is learning to cook' Diana Henry, Sunday Telegraph How can I
make deliciously squidgy chocolate brownies? Is there a fool-proof way to poach an
egg? Does washing mushrooms really spoil them? What's the secret of perfect pastry?
Could a glass of milk turn a good bolognese into a great one? Felicity Cloake has
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rigorously tried and tested recipes from all the greats - from Nigella Lawson and Delia
Smith to Nigel Slater and Heston Blumenthal - to create the perfect version of hundreds
of classic dishes. Completely Perfect pulls together the best of those essential recipes,
from the perfect beef wellington to the perfect poached egg. Never again will you have
to rifle through countless different books to find your perfect roast chicken recipe,
mayonnaise method or that incredible tomato sauce - it's all here in this book, based on
Felicity's popular Guardian columns, along with dozens of invaluable prepping and
cooking tips that no discerning cook should live without. 'Completely Perfect is aptly
named!' Nigella Lawson 'A classic. Long may Felicity Cloake test 12 versions of one
recipe so we can have one good one' Rachel Roddy 'The nation's taster-in-chief title
belongs unequivocally to Felicity Cloake' Daily Mail
Celebrating the diversity and bounty of foods available today, The Cook's Bible of
Ingredients is a visual Encyclopedia of more than 1200 foods and ingredients. Each of
the 12 chapters is devoted to a particular group of ingredients, be it meat, fish,
vegetables or oils and flavourings. Attractively presented full-colour photographs
present a scrumptious visual gallery of food and food ideas from all over the world.
Complementing the photos are extended descriptions of the characteristics, origins and
uses of each ingredient, and each chapter is introduced by a short thematic essay. This
book is an invaluable reference source for anyone who loves to cook or who just loves
food.
In Jane Grigson's Vegetable Book American readers, gardeners, and food lovers will
find everything they've always wanted to know about the history and romance of
seventy-five different vegetables, from artichokes to yams, and will learn how to use
them in hundreds of different recipes, from the exquisitely simple "Broccoli Salad" to the
engagingly esoteric "Game with Tomato and Chocolate Sauce." Jane Grigson gives
basic preparation and cooking instructions for all the vegetables discussed and recipes
for eating them in every style from least adulterated to most adorned. This is by no
means a book intended for vegetarians alone, however. There are recipes for
"Cassoulet," "Chicken Gumbo," and even Dr. William Kitchiner's 1817 version of
"Bubble and Squeak" (fried beef and cabbage).
'A reference bible...inspirational in the way that it opens up new possibilities for
vegetables' - 'Daily Mail'. This is Jane Grigson's definitive guide to the selection,
preparation and cooking of vegetables - from the common potato to the exotic Chinese
artichoke. She gives tempting, stimulating ideas for side dishes, main courses and even
the odd dessert. This marvellous book has become a classic work of reference for good
cooks everywhere.
This classic cookbook brings together 87 recipes for pasta sauces and 36 pizza and
calzone recipes, as well as tasty pasta doughs, such as buckwheat, red pepper and
saffron. Featuring beautiful line drawings throughout, the book is a feast for the eyes as
well as the palate. Alice Waters, whom Craig Claiborne has called “that great American
rarity, a deservely celebrated native-born chef,” gives us here the extraordinary pastas,
pizzas, and calzones that she serves in her famous Chez Panisse restaurant in
Berkley, California. Based on the freshest and best seasonal ingredients, every recipe
is bursting with flavor and unexpected combinations. Inspired as much by Providence
as by Italy, these recipes reveal Chez Panisse's strong Mediterranean affinities, not
only in the choice of ingredients, but also in the combinations that make them so
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tantalizing. Chez Panisse Pasta, Pizza & Calzone will send cooks from the garden to
the kitchen, rejoicing in the bounty of nature and in miraculous transformations of fresh,
beautiful ingredients into tantalizing meals. Praise for Chez Panisse Pasta, Pizza &
Calzone “After reading Alice Water's new book, I'm ready to proclaim her a culinary
oracle. She dazzles me—the things she does with garden-fresh ingredients, the
unexpected and wonderful results she obtains. This is a glorious book by a great
chef.”—Paula Wolfert “These recipes are fun to read, a good combination of the tried
and true and the extrasensory perception that is almost a trademark of Alice's cooking.
I especially like havuing the four seasonal sections in which the accent is on what is
fresh then. The fruits and herbs and everything else that goes on the table are of that
one special time in the year.”—M.F.K. Fisher “Pizza? What an odd, ordinary thing for
one of America's most respected establishments to put on the menu. When the pizza
came and I tasted it, I saw what Alice Waters was about: the ordinary made
extraordinary by the use of fine unusual ingredients—in this case girolles in a general
creaminess, spiked with a little Parmesan and onion—put together by a skillful and
unusual taste.”—Jane Grigson
Inspired by the beautiful seasonal produce available from San Francisco's Ferry Plaza
Farmers' Market, a beautifully illustrated cookbook, organized according to season, features
more than one hundred easy-to-prepare recipes, along with tips on selecting, storing,
preparing, and freezing items. Original. 20,000 first printing.
A Foodie Afloat is the story of a cook’s journey through France on a barge. Di Murrell takes us
on a gentle journey across France; her main preoccupation being to make sure that tasty food
arrives on the table each day. As she voyages across the country she shows, through her
recipes, how the cuisine changes with the landscape. Whether bought in the market, dug from
a lock-keeper’s garden or even foraged along the towpath, the food she finds and cooks is
always seasonal and local to the region. This book is more than just a collection of recipes
though. It is the result of a life spent on the waterways of Europe. She talks to lock-keepers,
skippers of working barges and those, who, like her, find their sustenance on or near the canal.
Di’s enjoyment of good champagne, foie gras and truffles leads to an eclectic mix of simplicity
and sophistication in her cooking. The boating life, though rarely sensational, is full of small
events and chance encounters. This is an enticing story of slow boats and slow food. Di makes
it come alive, and her combination of travel and recipe book tempts us to give up everything
and join her on the waterways of Northern and Central France. A Foodie Afloat is the 2020 UK
winner of the World Gourmand Cookbook Awards in the Food Tourism category.
Rachel Saunders's The Blue Chair Jam Cookbook is the definitive jam and marmalade
cookbook of the 21st century. In addition to offering more than 100 original jam, jelly, and
marmalade recipes, master jam artisan Rachel Saunders shares all of her technical preserving
knowledge, as well as her unique jam maker's perspective on fruit. Rachel combines nostalgia
with a modern, sustainable approach to creating fresh and vividly flavored preserves. The
recipes are divided into chapters based on the seasons, and each chapter is organized by
month and type of fruit. Sample recipes include Strawberry-Marsala Jam with Rosemary,
Italian Lemon Marmalade, and Early Girl Tomato Jam. More than 100 stunning photographs by
Sara Remington illustrate each part of the preserving process--from the different stages of
cooking to testing for doneness to the final canning stage. Each recipe includes an
approximate yield and a suggested shelf life, in addition to details on recommended
equipment, including Rachel's beloved copper jam pot. The Blue Chair Jam Cookbook gives all
measurements by weight rather than volume, making it the most exact and reliable American
jam book on the market. More than 20 recipe variations are provided, along with detailed
information about common and rare fruits, hybrid varieties, and flavor combinations. Nothing is
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left to chance or overlooked; Rachel explains every aspect of jam and marmalade making in
step-by-step detail. The Blue Chair Jam Cookbook is a one-of-a-kind, must-have resource for
home and professional cooks alike.
A culinary journey in search of the finest examples of family cookery in the U.S., France, Italy,
and Britain describes the author's cooking adventures and includes more than seventy-five
recipes from such disparate locales as Southern California, New York's Lower East Side,
Tuscany, the Algerian quarter in Paris, and Scotland.
Covers such topics as plant products, cooking terms, national and regional cuisines, food
preservation, food science, diet, and cookbooks and their authors.
A groundbreaking handbook--the "method" companion to its critically acclaimed predecessor,
The Flavor Thesaurus--with a foreword by Yotam Ottolenghi. Niki Segnit used to follow recipes
to the letter, even when she'd made a dish a dozen times. But as she tested the combinations
that informed The Flavor Thesaurus, she detected the basic rubrics that underpinned most
recipes. Lateral Cooking offers these formulas, which, once readers are familiar with them, will
prove infinitely adaptable. The book is divided into twelve chapters, each covering a basic
culinary category, such as "Bread," "Stock, Soup & Stew," or "Sauce." The recipes in each
chapter are arranged on a continuum, passing from one to another with just a tweak or two to
the method or ingredients. Once you've got the hang of flatbreads, for instance, then its
neighboring dishes (crackers, soda bread, scones) will involve the easiest and most intuitive
adjustments. The result is greater creativity in the kitchen: Lateral Cooking encourages
improvisation, resourcefulness, and, ultimately, the knowledge and confidence to cook by
heart. Lateral Cooking is a practical book, but, like The Flavor Thesaurus, it's also a highly
enjoyable read, drawing widely on culinary science, history, ideas from professional kitchens,
observations by renowned food writers, and Segnit's personal recollections. Entertaining,
opinionated, and inspirational, with a handsome three-color design, Lateral Cooking will have
you torn between donning your apron and settling back in a comfortable chair.
Reproducing a rare 1827 plant and seed catalogue, possibly the earliest extant catalogue of its
kind in Canada, Early Canadian Gardening presents an extensive range of garden plants -trees, shrubs, fruits, and flowers -- that were grown for food, medicines, and dyestuffs as well
as ornamental purposes. Eileen Woodhead provides a detailed description and brief history of
the cultivation and use of each plant up to the present day. Most of the descriptions are
accompanied by detailed drawings by the author, who found and grew many of the original
varieties in the catalogue. The book provides a valuable account of the business of horticulture
in the first decades of the nineteenth century -- the practices of importers, merchants, farms,
and households -- placing it within the broader context of social history. It includes an appendix
of historic sites and botanical gardens in Ontario, as well as sources for heritage seeds. Early
Canadian Gardening is a ground-breaking account of the practice and significance of
horticulture during the period of settlement in Upper Canada and stands as a remarkable work
of historical botany. It will be an invaluable source document for horticulturists and botanists,
historians, and garden enthusiasts with an interest in heritage plants.
This year's heirloom tomato is a melon! Acclaimed gardener Amy Goldman, known to viewers
of Martha Stewart and PBS, is a dedicated seed saver working to preserve fast-disappearing
varieties of heirloom melons. Her book, Melons for the Passionate Grower, is a celebration of
the speckled, bumpy, oh-so-sweet world of the melonÑfrom Minnesota Midget and Georgia
Rattlesnake to Ali Baba and Sweet Siberian. Here she profiles more than one hundred
varieties, each showcased in a full-color photographic still life recalling eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century botanical paintings and engravings. Goldman also offers expert advice on
cultivating and selecting your own melons, as well as the rudiments of seed saving.

ENGLISH FOOD reveals the richness and surprising diversity of England's culinary
heritage. Fully updated and revised by Jane Grigson before her death in 1990, this
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joyful celebration of our national cuisine is a pleasure to cook from and a delight to
read. 'This is the perfect English companion' - Guardian 'ENGLISH FOOD is an
anthology all who follow her recipes will want to buy for themselves...enticing from page
to page' - Spectator 'She restored pride to the subject of English food' - Evening
Standard
A sequel to The Morville Hours traces a year in the life of her garden at the Dower
House in Shropshire, describing such evocative elements as the green shoots of
renewing plants in March, the intoxicating smells of freshly mown grass and the May
flower festivals, in an account complemented by chapter-opening illustrations and four
inserts of color photographs.
Jane Grigson's book on fish cookery takes the reader through the alphabet from
anchovies to zander giving recipes and historical, geographical and culinary
information. The text also gives advice about the preparation and cooking of fish.
Companion to her prize-winning Vegetable Book, Jane Grigson's alphabetical guide to
fruit advises us on selecting the finest fruits in season, cooking them in sweet or
savoury dishes, serving them as desserts or as treats on their own. From apple to watermelon, including the familiar and the exotic, Jane Grigson's Fruit Book is a work to
treasure. 'Scholarly and erudite, witty and learned, from time to time hilariously funny.'
Paul Levy 'I take as much pleasure in reading Jane Grigson's lyrical yet wellresearched and intriguing introductions to each subject as I do in executing her
recipes.' Susan Campbell, Observer
One of the most admired gardening writers of her generation, Katherine Swift returns to
describe a year in the life of her garden she created over twenty years in the grounds of
the Dower House at Morville, Shropshire, meditating on everything from the terrain and
its history, to the plants and trees, and the odd habits of the animals and humans who
inhabit the garden. Following the turning wheel of the Morville seasons, from the green
shoots of spring, through summer and autumn, to the stark beauty of winter, and back
to spring again, The Morville Year is a journal full of surprises and enchantments that
will appeal not only to gardeners, but to all who enjoy the natural world.
A unique recipe collection that church caterers and party organisers everywhere will
welcome.
A career flavor scientist who has worked with such companies as Lindt, Coca-Cola and
Cadbury organizes food flavors into 160 basic ingredients, explaining how to combine
flavors for countless results, in a reference that also shares practical tips and whimsical
observations.
In Jane Grigson's Vegetable Book American readers, gardeners, and food lovers will
find everything they've always wanted to know about the history and romance of
seventy-five different vegetables, from artichokes to yams, and will learn how to use
them in hundreds of different recipes, from the exquisitely simple ?Broccoli Salad? to
the engagingly esoteric ?Game with Tomato and Chocolate Sauce.? Jane Grigson
gives basic preparation and cooking instructions for all the vegetables discussed and
recipes for eating them in every style from least adulterated to most adorned. This is by
no means a book intended for vegetarians alone, however. There are recipes for
?Cassoulet,? ?Chicken Gumbo,? and even Dr. William Kitchiner's 1817 version of
?Bubble and Squeak? (fried beef and cabbage). ø Jane Grigson's Vegetable Book is a
joy to read and a pleasure to use in the kitchen. It will introduce you to vegetables
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you've never met before, develop your friendship with those you know only in passing,
and renew your romance with some you've come to take for granted. ø This edition has
a special introduction for American readers, tables of equivalent weights and measures,
and a glossary, which make the book as accessible to Americans as it is to those in
Grigson's native England.
Cities are home to over fifty percent of the world's population, a figure which is
expected to increase enormously by 2050. Despite the growing demand on urban
resources and infrastructure, food is still often overlooked as a key factor in planning
and designing cities. Without incorporating food into the design process – how it is
grown, transported, and bought, cooked, eaten and disposed of – it is impossible to
create truly resilient and convivial urbanism. Moving from the table and home garden to
the town, city, and suburbs, Food and Urbanism explores the connections between
food and place in past and present design practices. The book also looks to future
methods for extending the 'gastronomic' possibilities of urban space. Supported by
examples from places across the world, including the UK, Norway, Germany, France,
Spain, Portugal, Greece, Romania, Australia and the USA, the book offers insights into
how the interplay of physical design and socio-spatial practices centred around food
can help to maintain socially rich, productive and sustainable urban space. Susan
Parham brings together the latest research from a number of disciplines – urban
planning, food studies, sociology, geography, and design – with her own fieldwork on a
range of foodscapes to highlight the fundamental role food has to play in shaping the
urban future.
A witty culinary exploration of both the unusual and the familiar, written by former
Independent columnist, Chris Hirst.
Offers information on choosing and storing ingredients and equipment, modifying a
recipe, and selecting an accompaniment, and includes recipes for black chocolate
espresso cake, pine nut lace cookies, and lemon anise churros.
Boost your immune system the natural way with nutrient-rich superfoods and recipes
created by acclaimed nutritionist and naturopath Kirsten Hartvig. Never before have we
been so aware of the relationship between diet and immunity. Our bodies have a truly
remarkable ability to heal themselves and to ward off illness, but it has been
undermined by our reliance on processed and nutrient-depleted foods. This book
shows you how to redress the balance by eating foods that stimulate the immune
system and supply it with the nutrients it needs to promote optimum well-being. By
explaining the simple principles of eating for immunity and showing how you can
incorporate tasty, immunity-boosting recipes into your diet, this informative and practical
book tells you all you need to know to enhance your body's defence systems. Common
ailments, such as recurrent colds, flu, asthma, allergies, bronchitis, eczema and chronic
fatigue, indicate that your immune system needs a boost. In addition, stress and
depression can weaken your body's natural defences. Learn from this authoritative
guide how the right choice of healing foods can help you fight off illness, lift your spirits
and gently restore balance to mind and body for complete health. The structure of the
book has been carefully devised so that you can source information according to your
needs: By food - Look up the immunity-enhancing properties of more than 150 different
foods, including several special "star foods" By ailment - Find out which foods will
address a particular ailment, allergy or disorder By recipe - Choose from more than 180
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delicious and imaginative recipes Including diet plans and menus, this unique
combination of practical medical reference resource and immune-boosting cookbook,
Eat to Boost your Immunity, shows how anyone can eat for optimum health, vitality and
well-being.
Having rigorously tried and tested recipes from all the greats - Elizabeth David and
Delia Smith to Nigel Slater and Simon Hopkinson - Felicity Cloake has pulled together
the best points from each to create the perfect version of 92 more classic dishes, from
perfect crème brulee to the perfect fried chicken. Never again will you have to rifle
through countless different books to find your perfect pulled pork recipe, Thai curry
paste method or failsafe chocolate fondants - it's all here in this book, based on
Felicity's popular Guardian columns, along with dozens of practical, time-saving
invaluable prepping and cooking tips that no discerning cook should live without.
Following on from the much-loved Perfect, Perfect Too has a place on every kitchen
shelf.
Produce: It's not just apples and oranges anymore. Today's supermarket shelves are
stocked with strange, exotic, and delightful items such as quince, jicama, kumquats,
amaranth, yuzus, and wing beans. But you don't need a degree in botany to make
sense of it all -- just carry along Field Guide to Produce! This practical guide to the
world's most popular fruits and vegetables features more than 200 full-color
photographs -- plus detailed descriptions, selection tips, and guidelines on peeling,
blanching, cooking, and eating. Award-winning chef Aliza Green describes everything
you're likely to find at your local grocery store and farmer's market -- from common
cabbages and coconuts to more adventurous fare like chayote and cherimoya. Grocery
shopping -- and dinner -- will never be the same again!
“Generation after generation, Joy has been a warm, encouraging presence in American
kitchens, teaching us to cook with grace and humor. This luminous new edition
continues on that important tradition while seamlessly weaving in modern touches,
making it all the more indispensable for generations to come.” —Samin Nosrat, author
of Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat “Cooking shouldn’t just be about making a delicious
dish—owning the process and enjoying the experience ought to be just as important as
the meal itself. The new Joy of Cooking is a reminder that nothing can compare to
gathering around the table for a home cooked meal with the people who matter most.”
—Joanna Gaines, author of Magnolia Table In the nearly ninety years since Irma S.
Rombauer self-published the first three thousand copies of Joy of Cooking in 1931, it
has become the kitchen bible, with more than 20 million copies in print. This new edition
of Joy has been thoroughly revised and expanded by Irma’s great-grandson John
Becker and his wife, Megan Scott. John and Megan developed more than six hundred
new recipes for this edition, tested and tweaked thousands of classic recipes, and
updated every section of every chapter to reflect the latest ingredients and techniques
available to today’s home cooks. Their strategy for revising this edition was the same
one Irma and Marion employed: Vet, research, and improve Joy’s coverage of legacy
recipes while introducing new dishes, modern cooking techniques, and comprehensive
information on ingredients now available at farmers’ markets and grocery stores. You
will find tried-and-true favorites like Banana Bread Cockaigne, Chocolate Chip Cookies,
and Southern Corn Bread—all retested and faithfully improved—as well as new favorites
like Chana Masala, Beef Rendang, Megan’s Seeded Olive Oil Granola, and Smoked
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Pork Shoulder. In addition to a thoroughly modernized vegetable chapter, there are
many more vegan and vegetarian recipes, including Caramelized Tamarind Tempeh,
Crispy Pan-Fried Tofu, Spicy Chickpea Soup, and Roasted Mushroom Burgers. Joy’s
baking chapters now include gram weights for accuracy, along with a refreshed lineup
of baked goods like Cannelés de Bordeaux, Rustic No-Knead Sourdough, Ciabatta,
Chocolate-Walnut Babka, and Chicago-Style Deep-Dish Pizza, as well as gluten-free
recipes for pizza dough and yeast breads. A new chapter on streamlined cooking
explains how to economize time, money, and ingredients and avoid waste. You will
learn how to use a diverse array of ingredients, from amaranth to za’atar. New
techniques include low-temperature and sous vide cooking, fermentation, and cooking
with both traditional and electric pressure cookers. Barbecuing, smoking, and other
outdoor cooking methods are covered in even greater detail. This new edition of Joy is
the perfect combination of classic recipes, new dishes, and indispensable reference
information for today’s home cooks. Whether it is the only cookbook on your shelf or
one of many, Joy is and has been the essential and trusted guide for home cooks for
almost a century. This new edition continues that legacy.
Sure to interest bibliophiles who cook, this detailed descriptive catalog of Serena Levi's
working-library collection of cookbooks features an extensive Index and draws an
oblique picture of some facets of the author's life.

Food and Drink: the cultural context is the first text to provide a comprehensive
and academically rigorous introduction to a range of key themes in the field of
food, drink and culture. Essential reading for post graduates, academics,
professionals.
Classic British Cooking is a collection of our very best national and regional
dishes. With over 300 recipes, it includes both timeless favourites and forgotten
gems. It covers everything from soups and fish dishes to sauces and sides, from
vegetable and meat courses to puddings, breads
Hawaii has one of the richest culinary heritages in the United States. Where else
would you find competitions for the best saimin, sushi, Portuguese sausage,
laulau, plate lunch, kim chee, dim sum, shave ice, and hamburgers? Hawaii's
contemporary regional cuisine (affectionately known as "Local Food" by
residents) is a truly amazing fusion of diverse culinary influences. In The Food of
Paradise: Exploring Hawaii's Culinary Heritage, Rachel Laudan takes readers on
a thoughtful, wide-ranging tour of Hawaii's farms and gardens, fish auctions and
vegetable markets, fairs and carnivals, mom-and-pop stores and lunch wagons,
to uncover the delightful complexities and incongruities in Hawaii's culinary
history that have led to such creations as saimin, crack seed, and butter mochi.
Part personal memoir, part historical narrative, part cookbook, The Food of
Paradise begins with a series of essays that describe Laudan's initial encounter
with a particular Local Food, an encounter that puzzled her and eventually led to
tracing its origins and influence in Hawaii. Representative recipes follow. Like
pidgin, the creole language created by Hawaii's early immigrants, Local Food is a
creole cuisine created by three distinct culinary influences: Pacific, American and
European, and Asian. In her attempt "to decipher Hawaii's culinary Babel",
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Laudan examines the contributions of each, including the introduction of new
ingredients and the adaptation of traditional dishes to Hawaii's way of life. More
than 150 recipes, photographs, a bibliography of Hawaii's cookbooks, and an
extensive glossary make The Food of Paradise an invaluable resource for cooks,
food historians, and Hawaiian buffs.
A fifth compilation of provocative food writings by the author of Simple Cooking
and Pot on the Fire chronicles the cook's odyssey from ingredient to dish in a
series of essays that celebrate the pleasures of pistachios, the Scottish influence
on real marmalade, the Greek version of a Greek salad, the joys of idiosyncratic
midnight snacks, and more.
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